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Synergies Work is the largest startup hub in the 

United States for disability-led businesses that 

has served over 300 founders through our 

comprehensive programs.

By supporting founders at every stage of their 

journey, we build an entrepreneurial ecosystem 

where disabled founders are not only welcomed 

but given the tools and resources they need to 

thrive.

ABOUT US

Nationally recognized by the Clinton Global Initiative, the 
Small Business Administration, and won the Inspire Awards 
by Truist Foundation & MIT Solve. 



Changing the Narrative
ABOUT US

Every year, an estimated 120,000 new disabled founders launch businesses 

without the tools and resources they need to succeed. The disability community 

is twice as likely to pursue entrepreneurship compared to the general population 

and yet is cut off from many of the same resources traditional entrepreneurs 

take for granted.

1.5B
Disabled 

individuals 
worldwide

9.1M
small businesses 

owned by disabled 
founders

$270B
Potential market 
size of disabled 

businesses

Synergies Work is changing this narrative through our work. By leveraging 

equitable technology and hands-on business coaching, we are creating a 

sustainable, accessible, and equitable pathway to entrepreneurship for 

disabled individuals.



Building One World Where 
People with Disabilities Belong

ABOUT US

Synergies Work believes that we all have a gift to offer to the world – a gift of 

hand, a gift of head, or a gift of heart. For people with disabilities, these gifts 

often go unnoticed or un-nurtured due to the soft bigotry of low expectations.

By changing the narrative and setting 

aside prejudice, we can come together 

and build one world where people 

with disabilities truly belong.



Our Theory of Change

By partnering with disability and 

business organizations, we create an 

inclusive ecosystem where all 

founders thrive.

Building Collective Action

By nurturing disability-owned, small 

businesses, we change their 

long-term trajectory and help build 

sustainable success.

Nurturing the Grassroots

By creating pathways for direct 

investment in entrepreneurs, we 

spark the urgent and rapid shift 

needed to change the financial future 

for millions.

Create Pathways for Capital



Supporting Small Businesses at Every Step

Synergies Work’s Igniting Ideas Series

A scalable,  ideation program to help future 

entrepreneurs test their product-market fit and 

nurture early growth.

Ignite

Synergies Work’s Incubation to Impact Program

An intensive incubator program for disabled 

founders to help them grow & scale. The first and 

largest program of its kind.

Incubate

Venture Tech Studio Launching in Jan 
2024



The Synergies CDFI

Provide financial capital and education for 

disabled founders through loans, grants, and 

other financial tools.

Fund

The Synergies Market

A central online marketplace for disabled 

entrepreneurs to be discovered, earn sales, and 

scale their businesses

Scale

The Community Accelerator

Providing the tools, resources, and community 

support disabled founders need to launch, 

maintain, and grow their business.

Sustain









• Weekly learning labs with business 
leaders, established founders, and 
subject matter experts

• Weekly one-on-one coaching to help 
with the nuts & bolts of your business

• Long-term access to mentorship 
programs, impact funding, office hours, 
and more.

Incubation to Impact (i2i)
An intensive 12-week program that helps founders 
establish a stable foundation for their business and 
scale to the next stage







● A 6-month program designed 
to help disabled founders 
scale or augment their 
businesses with technology

● Assess, Design, Develop, 
Launch with the support of 
Synergies Work & World 
Class Mentors

Venture Tech Studio







The Synergies Work Platform
Everything you need, in one place.

Monthly Coaching
Facilitated by our coaches, our 
founders meet live with other to 
connect and grow together. 

On-Demand Resources
Our library of resources provide the 
knowledge, tools, and guidance to 
help entrepreneurs navigate 
everything from ideation to exit

Community
Connect with like-minded disabled 
founders who empower each other in 
times of success and failure.

Providing clear pathways to capital 
through partnered lenders, grants, 
and collaborative partnerships

Funding

1:1 Mentorship
Live Q&A sessions with business 
coaches and subject matter experts to 
overcome inaction and get 
professionable, actionable advice

Intimate conversations with influential 
business leaders that expand 
networks, build bridges, and keep 
propelling entrepreneurs forward

Fireside Chats



Thank You
Aarti Sahgal • Aarti@SynergiesWork.org • 404-491-9549

Learn more at www.SynergiesWork.org


